The two-photon absorption initiated by two coherent beams is considered. It is shown that the resonance fringe variation, which appeared in the Doppler-free two-photon absorption of pulsed laser beams, can also be observed in absorption with a Doppler shift.
absorption of multiple coherent beams have been centered mainly on the Doppler-free processes. The chief characteristic of this process is that after absorbing two opposite-momentum photons, the atom's momentum remains unchanged. In an experiment proposeQ by Li, ' the Doppler-free twophoton absorption is initiated by two crossed laser beams. It was shown that the atomic transition rate depends on the relative phase and intersecting angle of these coherent beams. Through a study of these dependences, one can obtain a direct mechanism for revealing the phase of the two-photon Doppler-free transition amplitude.
Experimental efforts on the Doppler-free twophoton absorption of coherent beams have been centered on high-resolution spectroscopy. These experiments can be classified either as the sep- 'Eo, (4) 1he transition amplitude has the form g,(m, )(1+a, e'~'~' ) (po to I I p where g, ((o,o) Copyright by the American Physical Society. Li, M. C., "resonance fringes in the 2-photon absorption with a doppler-shift," Phys. Rev. A 22, 1323 Rev. A 22, (1980 x&p '+2IfIpo'~oikn)(po'~If Ip&~i k'} where G,(k, ') and G,(k, ') describe the profiles of laser pulses. 'To simplify the calculation, functions G,(k, '), G,(k, '), g,(&o"), and g,(e») are assumed to have Gaussian shapes:
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and m is the mass of the atom. Equations (17) and (18) poor at large path-length differences. ' At the short-pulse limit, the fringe variation in Eq. (20) depends only on the path-length differences, not the laser-beam frequencies. It is due to this, in the crossed-beam experiment, that the direct phase is introduced into the coherent transition amplitude through the displacement of a part of the quantum system. The experiment proposed here might be extended to the multiple-pulse experiment for the purpose of increasing fringe contrast and narrowing fringe width. For a multiple pulse experiment, one replaces the two detours in Fig. 1 by two overlapping loops and places the atomic cell in the overlapping region. Multiple pulses are generated by going around the loops. The condition for observing the resonance fringe variation in the multiple-pulse experiment is similar to that of Eq. (20) 
